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Zaira Ahmad  Wickham 5 FH 
Sylvia Broffitt Horn   3  
Siena Brown  Mann  3 

Sarah Bunyan Northwest 7 WS 
Adelaide Capps Hoover 2 
Brooke Chandler Borlaug 4 
Ruby Frank  Penn  5 
David Gugliuzza Lucas  5 
Jhael Herrera Twain  4 
Kaden Huntley Willowwind  4 (School and WS) 
Kenton Huynh Central 4 
Mae Knights  Mann  3 FH 
Lochlan Krupa South East 7 FH 
Rhys Long  Van Allen 5 
Braeden Marker Alexander 5 
Julianna Mascardo Weber  6 
Kora McClure South East 8 FH 
Rob McMurray Hoover 4 FH 
Abby McNeely Garner 6 
Macy Mickalson Hoover 2 FH 
Violet Mowrey Longfellow 6 
Alan Nass  Hills  3 
Willa Ohlmann Lincoln 1 WS 
Ahlonko Porto-Rico Wood  6 
Tallulah Proulx Willowwind 3 WS 
Mary Cate Pugh Regina 6 
Praneel Rastogi Wickham 3 
Rial Shriver   Willowwind 2 WS 
Sage Slessor  Prairie Creek 6 WS 
Eviann Smith Lemme 5 

Leela Strand  Lincoln 5 WS 
Charlotte Windmill Kirkwood 6 
Kyros Yuefan Wu Van Allen 1 FH 
Chuan (Alex) Xu Lincoln 4 
Reece Yang  Northwest 8 WS 
Kento Yahashiri Longfellow 6 FH 
Eleanor Ziehr Shimek 4 
 

Students with “FH” after their 
name were recognized with 
the “From the Heart” award, 
which is judged based on 
creativity, passion, and 
expressiveness. 
 
Students with “WS” after 
their name were recognized 
with the “Write Stuff” award, 
which is judged based on 
language, clarity, structure, 
and emotional impact. 
These students, as well as 
the honorable mention 
winners listed on the next 
page, will be recognized at 
the Feb. 26 “Write Out Loud” 
event. 
 
Students with no designation 
after their name were 
selected to represent their 
school at the kickoff “Once 
Upon a Time” banquet on 
Feb. 24. 
 
Thank you to the nearly 800 
students who submitted work 
this year, and to our partners 
at ACT for evaluating that 
work and selecting our 

winning students. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fareeha Ahmad, North Central, 8 
Ella Anneling, Coralville Central, 5 
Sylvia Broffitt, Horn, 3 
Siena Brown, Mann, 3 
Adelaide Capps, Hoover, 2 
Brooke Chandler, Borlaug, 4 
L'Engle Charis-Carlson, South East, 7 
Lillian Cheney, NorthBend, 3 
Ava Cross, Longfellow, 6 
Mira Cunning, Willowwind, 3 
Lydia Evans, Weber, 3 
Eero Foliente, Willowwind, 1 
Thomas Fowler, Penn, 4 
Ruby Frank, Penn, 5 
Dahlia  Garcia, North Bend, 5 
James Haack, Lemme, 1 
Ben Haines, Lincoln, 2 
Jhael Herrera, Twain, 4 
Dania Hussein, Central, 4 
Natalie Kaiser, North Central, 8 
Jayden Khamphilanouvong, Garner, 5 
Hahyeon Kim, Borlaug, 4 
Kael Kurtz, Lucas, 5 
Kaj Larsen, Lemme, 4 
Rhys Long, Van Allen, 5 

Flora Laurian, Willowwind, 3 
Lily Lumb, Hoover, 4 
Alexis Mapel, Penn, 6 
Braeden Marker, Alexander, 5 
Juliana Mascardo, Weber, 6 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abby McNeely, Garner, 6 
Rachel Meehan, South East, 8 
Kiva Meeks-Mosley, South East, 7 
Hannah Michalec, Penn, 4 
Violet Mowery, Longfellow, 6 
Alan Nass, Hills, 3 
Celeste Obara, South East, 8 
Julissa Paz, Twain, 5 
Chayse Pearl, Longfellow, 6 
Carson Perry, Van Allen, 2 
Sam Perry, Van Allen, 2 
Natalie Ramsey, Garner, 3 
Praneel Rastogi, Wickham, 3 
Owen Ruth, Twain, 4 
Benjamin Sauder, Willowwind, 1 
Anushka Saxena, Lincoln, 6 
Madeleine Seitz, Willowwind, 3 
Eviann Smith, Lemme, 5 
Aidan Spurgetis, South East, 8 
Julia Stoll, North Central, 7 
Edmund Svoboda, Lincoln, 1 
Miya Swenson, Prairie Creek, 6 
Rigby Templeman, Lincoln, 6 
Maria Volkman, South East, 7 
Ferguson Ward, South East, 7 

Tate Williams, Longfellow, 5 
Ellie Wilson, Garner, 2 
Charlotte Windmill, Kirkwood, 6 
Chuan (Alex) Xu, Lincoln, 4 
Sonya Zhu, Borlaug, 1 

Honorable Mention 

The following students received Honorable Mention in the 2017 One Book 

Two Book Children’s Literature Festival writing competition. These are 

students whose work was deemed to be of excellent quality, and were 

selected from the nearly 800 submissions to the festival. Thanks to our 

partners at ACT for evaluating the student writing. 



Zaira Ahmad 

Helping 
Drip, drip, drip, the rain splashed as Lora walked to the bus stop to meet her parents. Her 

backpack was full of homework and all she wanted to do was to sleep, but she and her parents 
had to get to the grocery store. 

As Lora walked, she wondered why she had to go to the grocery store on a Friday 
afternoon instead of playing like other kids. When she reached the bus stop, she found her 
parents. They asked her how her day in school had been as they boarded the public bus. “Fine, I 
guess,” Lora sighed. “It could have been better if we didn’t have to go to the store.” 

Lora’s parents frowned and then turned to talk to each other. The bus ride wasn’t very 
long, and they got off in ten minutes. They all walked into the grocery store. They placed 
vegetables into the cart and paid for them. Then, they got onto the next bus. Lora watched as 
they rode past other kids playing hopscotch and jumping rope. She wished that she were playing 
with them. 

Lora and her parents got off the bus at the next stop and walked into an old building. 
There were many people were sitting down on the ground inside the entrance. They looked 
hungry and tired. Lora kept on walking with her parents into a kitchen. Lora’s parents started 
boiling the vegetables and putting them into a broth. Lora decided to help by pouring the soup 
into bowls and placing them on trays. She finished off by adding a side of sliced bread to each 
tray. 

About an hour later, Lora and her parents brought the trays out to the people on the 
ground. They served and served many trays of food until Lora stumbled across a man. “Thank 
you for coming. We all really appreciate it,” the man said as he smiled. 

Lora smiled back and said, “I’m glad I came.” 
After everyone was served, Lora and her parents walked back to the bus stop and got on 

the next bus. They sat down and were quiet for a few seconds. Lora’s dad broke the silence by 
asking her, “Are you glad you helped?” 

Lora smiled to herself and said no more than, “Extremely.” 
 



Sylvia Broffitt 

The Fish and the Duck 

There once was a duck who loved to swim.  The duck loved to eat fish which was very strange.  

All of the duck’s friends told him over and over, “WE DO NOT EAT FISH!”  But he kept on eating fish.  By 

the way, the duck’s name was Ahja.  One day, Ahja was swimming and a small fish popped out of the 

water.  This was strange because Ahja thought all the fish would swim away from him so they would not 

get eaten.  Ahja was confused.  Then the fish said, “My name Conala and you leave all us fish alone or 

you will be sorry.”  Then Conala swam away as fast as she could.  Ahja thought, ‘A little fish can’t stop 

me.’  Then he flew in the direction the fish had swam.  As Ahja was flying, he noticed that the water was 

getting a little wild.  A little farther up rapids were rolling over rocks.  “This is wrong.  I must have made 

a mistake because the fish do not live in dangerous water like this.”  Ahja looked back.  There was a 

small stream going off the river.  “That is the way the fish went.  I am certain.”  Ahja flew back and 

followed the small stream.   Then a big fish jumped out of the stream and said, “I am guardian of the 

fish.  You can call me Minajin.  I am wondering who you are and what you are doing here.”  Ahja was 

frozen.  Then he said, “Ahja.”  Minajin yelled, “You are Ahja!!!  I have heard of you.  You must leave right 

away.”  “I won’t.” said, Ahja.  Then Ajah flew up into the sky.  He flew up and up.  Then he started to 

dive down.  All the fish screamed, “He’s acting like a peregrine falcon!”  Ahja liked the sound of that.  But 

he did not know that a big tiger shark was down in the water.  When Ahja skimmed the water, the tiger 

shark leaped out of the water.  Ahja flew back up and saw many more tiger sharks gathering up.  Then 

Ahja flew up and up as high as he could.  He found himself in a flock of crows.  One came up to him and 

said, “I am Orlen.  We are here to take you to a place with no fish and you cannot escape from there.”  

Ahja wondered how the crows would take him away.  But suddenly he felt dizzy with swirls of black in 

his mind from the crows flying around him.  He got carried away to a desert with no fish.  No one knows 

what happened to Ahja after he got carried away to the desert but maybe he still lives there or maybe 

he found a way out.  I doubt that he still lives there because I have never seen a duck in the desert. 



Scarlet          Siena Brown 
 
 
Once there was a girl named Scarlet. She lived in a small village near the sea with 
her dad and her cousin Meg. Everyday she would walk with her cousin the long five 
miles to and from school. Scarlet enjoyed riding her horse and some of her chores, 
like feeding the horses and cows.  
 
In her village traditionally only men competed in horse riding. When a girl would 
ride she would have to ride with both legs on one side. Girls could never compete. 
Scarlet thought that was most certainly unfair. She decided to try to enter the horse 
riding competition. She practiced. When she had school she rode her horse the long 
five miles to school. People pointed at Scarlet but she did not care. Everyday people 
pointed at her but that did not stop Scarlet’s determination. It actually helped make 
Scarlet even more determined. Soon people stopped laughing at Scarlet. Over time 
they got used to seeing Scarlet ride with one leg on each side.  
 
One morning several days before the competition Scarlet woke up to the sunlight 
shining through the window. She looked out the window and she saw ice 
everywhere. She ate breakfast and got dressed and got on her horse. She rode to 
school and as she rode the horse slipped on the ice and she fell off. Her friend’s mom 
saw her and helped her pick herself up. She told Scarlet that her arm was broken. 
Scarlet was very worried the competition was that very Friday. Scarlet hoped she 
could ride with one arm. If not she would try again next year.  
 
That Friday morning, her dad said she could try to compete. When she got to the 
competition there were so many people. Her dad said there were normally a 
hundred men there. She was very nervous. When they told Scarlet to come up her 
arm was trembling in her cast. She was told that she would have to get her horse to 
go up to 30 miles per hour. The fastest Starlight (her horse) had ever gone was 31 
miles per hour. She hoped she could ride with only one arm to hold on with. 
Starlight at first went 22 miles per hour, then 29 miles, then….wait….wait….it went 
30 miles per hour. Scarlet felt proud of herself and her horse. When the judges gave 
the awards out Scarlet was in second place. That night as she rode home with her 
dad, she felt more brave than ever before. She decided not to give up. She would ride 
again next year.  
 
THE END 



Sarah Bunyan 

Page Turner 
  
“I hereby find Marcus Taylor guilty of damage to books of the first degree. I sentence him to an eternity of deterioration. Court is now 
adjourned.” The sound of his gavel lingered through the air as I bombarded my lawyer with the questions that were gnawing at my 
psyche. 
“W-What’s deterioration? What does he mean by eternity? Paisley, what does he mean? Paisley!” 
“Calm down, Marcus. Take a deep brea-” 
“No. Don’t tell me to take a deep breath. Tell me what’s going to happen to me.” Paisley, my lawyer, closed her eyes slowly before she 
revealed my fate, a fate I didn’t dare to comprehend on my own. 
“You’ve been sentenced to an eternity of deterioration. Which means that you’ll spend the rest of your existence in prison.” 
My breath hitched in my throat and I froze like a statue in my chair. I didn't process Paisley’s words until after I was escorted by two 
brawny men equipped with tasers out of the courtroom. I could've stood on my own but I was too shocked by the decision. I frantically 
scan the courtroom for Jade, the love of my life. Or ex-love I should say. She’s watching me being dragged with a disappointed look on 
her face. Eyes cold, body rigid. How can she just sit there and not say anything? My hands were shaking involuntarily and the twitch in 
my eye had gotten worse. I started to hyperventilate because I knew what this meant, I knew that my inevitable fate was not going to be 
a good one. I knew that my time being a reckless teenager was over. I mentally cursed myself for being so stupid, so immature. 
Everyone knew that if you destroyed a book the book would destroy you in a way that felt like an eternity. That is, unless you found a 
way to stop it. 
**2 days earlier 
I inhaled the cool night air as I opened my bedroom window and swung one leg out, straddling the frame. With my backpack in one 
hand and flashlight in the other I made the five-foot drop to the ground. Without missing a beat, I took off across the lawn in full speed. 
When I made it to the forest line, I slowed down to a light jog and shined my flashlight into the dense forest. I came to a complete stop 
once I was surrounded by dark green figures swaying in the wind. I started to gather wood for a fire I was about to create. I positioned 
my flashlight between my teeth and squatted down to remove the lighter from my backpack. With one stroke of the thumb, there was a 
medley of colorful flames before my eyes. I lowered the lighter to the dry kindling and watched a sheet of flames rise like the sun. As 
the fire grew I took a seat on the rocky ground and removed the book from my backpack. I turned it over in my hands several times 
while having an internal debate with myself. I know what the punishment is for damaging books. They call it: The Eternity of 
Deterioration. Probably something to scare us kids into “treating books with respect.” You see, centuries ago books had some sort of 
magical importance. They preserved earth with magic from the Jade Rock. Or something like that. This book, I now hold in my hands, 
is special because it tells the history of the Jade Rock and how it helped earth, and that’s exactly why I’m burning it. This now reminds 
me of Jade. The most beautiful girl in the world and how she broke my heart. Let me explain. 
I had just arrived at the library to check out a history book about the Jade Rock for a research paper that was due the next day. The first 
thing I saw were her eyes that beamed an alluring green color. She was decked out in green earrings, a green pendant, and of course a 
beautiful off the shoulder green dress that fell right above the knees. I gathered that her favorite color was green. She was standing 
behind the Information Desk assisting another customer. As soon as the customer walked away she started to twiddling with her 
fingers. I strode right up to her with all the confidence I could muster and looked her right in the eye, or forehead I should say. When 
she caught my stare she flashed me the biggest most genuine smile I´ve ever seen. I then lost all my confidence, looked down at my 
feet, and started to blush like a madman. After seeing her up close I was completely and utterly mesmerized. I didn't believe in love at 
first sight … until that very moment. 
“Um.. Er. Could you, uh, show me where I could, uh, find, uh a history book on the, uh, Jade Rock.” 
She could probably tell that I found her attractive by the disjointed words that had just left my lips and the strawberries that had made a 
home on my cheeks. Not to mention the fact that my eyes didn't leave the ground, an absolute indication of  how I embarrassed I was. 
She chuckled and began to type in my request on her keyboard with her fingers, that were in fact painted green. 
“Sure, right this way.” I followed her to the section dedicated to history books and watched her thumb through the shelves until her 
fingers came to a stop. She handed me the book, but I was too distracted by her name tag... Jade. Her name was Jade, how fitting. I 
finally had the confidence to meet the green orbs she had for eyes. I started to smile uncontrollably which made her smile and this time 
I didn't look down or blush or say something stupid. One book, one girl, one prison sentence and the rest is history. 

 



Adelaide Capps

Zoey’s Lucky Day

 One day Zoey was washing her cat. Her mom said, “do you need glasses, honey?” as she 

poured maple syrup on her cat. She was doing a good job until that particular day. Zoey’s mom 

thought Zoey needed to go to the eye doctor but Zoey said, “no.” But they went to the eye doctor 

anyway.

 Zoey got her eyes checked. The eye doctor said she needed glasses. They were blue with 

pink stripes. On the walk home, Zoey found a lucky penny. She wished she never had glasses. 

IT WORKED! But she was back where she was before she started wearing glasses. The next 

morning, she was eating breakfast when she poured ketchup on her pancakes.



 Brooke Chandler 

A Stinky Situation 

 When my parents announced, “Guess What???” We are going on a trip to……
Colorado!!”  I got suuuuper excited.  So did Ryan.  Caroline?  Not so much. “Why do we have to 
go to Colorado?” Caroline asked as we got on to the interstate.  “Are you two excited? asked 
Mom, ignoring Caroline’s question.  Caroline frowned.  “Yeah!” Ryan and I answered.  “Because 
we get to go camping!” Ryan said.  I nodded.  “Who in their right minds would want to 
go…..camping?” Caroline flailed her arms around.  “Because, “ Ryan said, “It’s fun!”  Caroline 
cocked her head like a confused pigeon.  “I still don’t get it.” Caroline grumbled.  I heard mom 
and dad sigh.  I felt like sighing too, but I knew Caroline would scold me….. 

 “Ding!” an idea poured into my head.”  There’s a lot of shopping in Colorado….” I 
began. Caroline’s eyes widened.  “Okay,” she hummed before I got the chance to finish. 

 One day later….. 

 “We’re here! We’re here!” cheered Ryan.  “Ugg” Caroline and I groaned.  It was such a 
long drive! I yawned. “Well, we will pitch a tent and go right to bed!” Dad assured us.  I woke up 
early the next morning.  “Rise and shine everyone!” I called out, slapping and banging pots and 
pans together to create a loud noise.  I took note: 

 Pots and pans 

 Cause: banging and slapping 

 Affect: A grumpy family 

“OH COME ON!” moaned Caroline.  

“Brookie!!!!” Ryan tugged on my tank top. 

“Okay! I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” I laughed. 

Everyone gave me a tired look.  “What?” I said.   

 Suddenly out of nowhere a skunk sprayed its’ foul odor at me.  “ACK!” I yelled.  Ryan 
and Caroline burst into laughter.  “Hey!” I frowned. Even Mom and Dad started to laugh as well! 

  I had to take a bath in tomato juice IN A BARREL!”  I will never forget that moment!!   



 

 

 

 

The wolf of wishes 

 

By Ruby Frank 

 

 

The forest can be a beautiful place, but it also can be a place of fear. A young girl the 

age of 12 went to find food in the forest. Her name was Alana. It was sunset and she 

was heading to her house when she heard a howl. She could tell it was a wolf. Alana 

ran. But she ran toward the howl. She came to a stop. A beautiful white wolf was 

drinking at the creek. The wolf didn’t know that Alana was there. Alana was behind a 

large rock watching the wolf. The wolf looked up and saw Alana. The wolf charged her 

and she ran. She looked back and saw that the place she had been was covered in 

rocks. Alana realized that the wolf had saved her life. The wolf was gone now and was 

nowhere in sight. Alana went back to her house. It was a teepee made of buckskin. Her 

mother and father had died when she was ten. Alana made herself supper. As she ate, 

she thought about the wolf. She wondered where it had gone. She decided that she 

would find it tomorrow. The next morning, Alana went out with deer meat. She went 

back to the spring. Alana found the wolf. It was slowly creeping towards her. It smelled 

her hand and took the meat. After it devoured the meat. The wolf came and sat by 

Alana. Alana found the wolf licking her face. Alana told the wolf that she wished that she 

had enough room for the wolf to live with her. She went to her house with the wolf and 

Alana’s house was three times as big as it was before she left it. Alana realized that the 

wolf was magic. It would grant her wishes. Alana became known as the wolf girl. She 

never aged sense she met the wolf and the wolf became known as the wolf of wishes. If 

you go to the forest and you hear a howl, consider going towards it. You may just run 

into Alana and the wolf of wishes. 



 









Mae C. Knights 
Horace Mann Elementary 

3rd grade 
 
 

MY OBSESSION 
 

I love the way they walk on their toes. It is very soothing to me. 
Their whiskers twitch,  

they purr softly as I drift into my dreams. 
The gray tabby likes to knead my armpit as I am falling asleep.  

The fluffy ginger cat goes limp when I pick her up,  
becoming a puddle of cuddle.  
The dark calico, very vocal.  

The long-haired brown tabby has a crinkled ear,  
signs of a past infection. 

They are adorable, hungry, playful, and mischievous. 
Curious,  

furry, 
And funny. 

I pet their soft, furry tummies  
and fill their dishes with kibble. 

When I’m supposed be brushing my hair, I pet the cat. 
Dad says, “Put on your socks!”  

I pet the cat. 
“Where’s your backpack?” 

I’m petting the cat. 
 
 







 

Braeden Marker 

 

Why the Bakken Pipeline Should Be Stopped 

 

I believe the Bakken pipeline should be stopped. If you’re curious as to why than just 

wait and I’ll explain. In this informational text I’ll teach you about the Bakken pipeline, (North 

Dakota access pipeline) why it should be stopped, and an example of the reason it needs to be 

stopped. If you don’t know what the Bakken pipeline is than here you are. The Bakken pipeline 

is an oil pipeline that is planned to go through the Native American’s land up by North Dakota. 

Simple as that. Now, let’s get started. 

The Bakken pipeline runs through American Indian territory where we (our government 

and us Americans) promised we wouldn’t touch. In this area, there are ancient burial grounds 

that oil could potentially damage if the pipeline were to leak, which is known to happen. In 

addition, if the pipeline were to leak, it would infect their water source which in retrospect, could 

critically harm them and, or anyone else who lives by the pipeline. According to Wikipedia, in 

2009 on May 21 a pipeline in Superior, Wisconsin leaked. It spilled an estimated 6,500 gallons 

of oil and about 700 cubic yards of oil infected dirt had to be extracted because of the possibility 

of harm. That’s insane!!That just goes to show how terrible oil leaks could be & how harmful the 

oil truly is when it leaks. 

I think the Bakken pipeline could be harmful to the Native Americans and their territory. 

Therefore, it’s not right to forcefully dig up their land and build an oil pipeline. Even if we did 

build it, there would still be the possibility of leaking oil, making this counter-productive. 

That’s why I think it should be stopped. 

In order to help these Native Americans and others involved, you could protest against 

the pipeline. But, if you can’t protest you could also help spread the word about the pipeline and 

get more people involved in the project. Your contribution could help dramatically no matter 

how small it is. 

 I hope this informational text taught you about the Bakken pipeline & helped you realize 

how dangerous it could potentially be to the environment. Thank you for reading. 

 

 

Bibliography: 
"List of Pipeline Accidents in the United States in the 21st Century." Wikipedia. Wikimedia 

Foundation, n.d. Web. 13 Dec. 2016.  

 







Rob McMurray

Suseenis Temple

Rob was an archaeologist who worked in Egypt. He loved Egyptian artifacts, and studied them a
lot. Today he was on an archaeological dig in Cairo. Rob and his team had found a new temple
in Cairo so they were digging around it for artifacts.

Rob said, “My shovel hit something. I dropped to my hands and knees and started to dig. I
slowly but carefully pried the piece out of the ground. I brushed off all the dust and looked at my
discovery. It was a statuette of Anubis, the god of death.”

The next day the team went off to the lab and studied the piece. When they finally started
examining fingerprints, they found it was touched by Suseeni. It was a wood figure. It had a lot
of patina. Patina is when a figure is touched a lot and the oils on your fingers made the wood a
darker brown. If you’re an archaeologist, patina is very important because it means many ancient
people have touched the piece.

This statue was very important because it was the only wooden statue of Anubis found today.
Then they noticed that the temple was probably Suseeni’s temple. They quickly jotted down
some notes and headed home.

Rob said, “When I got home I was thinking: “Who built the temple? What is it made of? Why
was it there? Why was it right next to a tomb?”. I decided to eat dinner and head to bed. I was
tired, today we had gone to the lab and worked in the hot blazing sun of Egypt. I closed my eyes
and dozed off the sleep.”

The next day all of the questions were answered. When you’re an archaeologist you have to note
your findings very carefully, so in my notebook the notes read, “When we enter the temple the
whole team exclaims, “Wow!”. The walls are covered in paintings. Even the floor has paintings.”

The team ran out for tools needed from the lab. Rob drove his jeep, grabbed the tools and
returned to the temple. The team took samples and read the hieroglyphics. Then they walked into
the next room which was the holy of the holy. That meant the shrine was in here somewhere.
Then they saw the shrine. It was gorgeous. In a small square there was a statuette of Amun Ra,
the sun god, with paintings all over it. Then they walked into the last room. This room was
decorated everywhere and there were a couple of scrolls.

It was time to leave so the team grabbed some scrolls, got in their cares, flicked on the headlights
and zipped off.

Rob said, “When I got home I was content. All my questions were answered. The creator was
Usermaat. It was made of sandstone. It was next to the tomb so the tomb wouldn’t be found. I
decided to eat my dinner and go to bed. I dozed off and that night I had a dream.”





                                   Macy  Mickalson  

Sarah and the Mean Old Dog 
  
Once upon a time there was a little girl named Sarah. She lived by the woods. 
One day she said "Mom? Can I go to the park?" 
"Yes hon" her mom said. And so she put on her boots, opened up the door, and went 
outside. 
But her neighbor's dog got out and disappeared and Sarah didn't know. It was a clever, 
mean dog. When Sarah finally got out of the woods there was a bush and Sarah just about 
walked past it. The clever mean dog was hiding behind it. Right when Sarah walked past it, 
BOOM! The dog jumped right to Sarah and bit her knee. 
"OOOOOOWWWWW", she cried as the bite swelled up. 
The dog disappeared off in to the bushes again. Sarah got up and continued walking to the 
park. When she got to the park, she limped over to the slide, climbed up the ladder and 
slid down and it put pressure on her knee and it hurt. Then she limped over to the swing. 
The same thing happened. And so since everything she did hurt her knee, she limped on 
home. 
Her mom was there. "Hi honey. Did you have fun?” 
"No. (sniff) I did not have fun. A dog bit me right on the knee!” Sarah said. 
"Oh. I’m sorry to hear that hon. Here, lets go put on a Band-Aid on that,” her mom said. 
And so they went to the bathroom, opened the cupboard and got a Band-Aid and put it on 
her.  "Are you okay hon?" Her mom said. 
"(sniff) yes" Sarah said. Then Sarah went on her porch and just watched the sun go by. 
Then she saw something moving in the bushes in her front yard. Then the same dog that 
hurt her knee poked out of the bushes and, somehow, said “Sarah." Sarah was surprised. 
"YOU SAID MY NAME! S-A-R-A-H-!" Sarah cried. 
“I’m sorry I bit your knee.  I’m lost, cold and hungry.  Please take me inside.” The dog said. 
"I will keep you until your owner comes and gets you. I’m also going to call you Sarah Jr." 
Sarah said, and they all lived happily ever after. 
  
 





 

Alan Nass 

 

My Life in Fishing So Far 

 

One time I caught a catfish. Here is the story. I was going bass fishing.  I caught a frog on 

the shore by the boat ramp and used it for bait.  It was as big as my hand and so was the hook.  

We sat in the boat for two hours. After an hour, I got bored and fished with a lure for 30 

minutes. Then I switched back to the frog. It really stunk like fish guts. 

I noticed my trout pole had moved across the boat, but it happened slowly. It almost fell 

in the water but my sister grabbed it. She has freaky fast reflexes. It really set off the drag. The 

drag made a squeaky noise. I could reel it in fine, but I was afraid it would break the line. The 

line is like a rubber band - you stretch it too far, it breaks. 

The catfish was two feet long. We cleaned it, took it home, and cooked it in a boiler. It 

still tasted good even though it was a little big and old. Catfish are bottom feeders. The older 

they get they taste mucky.  

*  *  * 

 Another day I woke up at 5:00 AM in the morning and got dressed, got worms, a bucket, 

and a pole. I went to my grandma’s lake. I caught a bluegill at 5:20 AM. It was about 8 inches. 

Then a largemouth bass that was 14 inches at 1:30 PM. After that, I caught a smallmouth bass 

that was 17 inches at 7:30 PM. 

*  *  * 

Just weeks before my birthday we were fishing at Volga Lake. We were fishing the lake 

and didn’t catch anything, so we fished at the Volga Lake spillway. My grandpa had just bought 

me a new fishing pole. It was a gray Ugly Pole and had a little hole in the bottom by the reel so 

you can hook your line down there. It also had a button that you could pull a little and it would 

adjust the drag. When you cast it, you could make it so you could reel it backward like it was just 

casting, but when it reels backward it doesn’t have any drag. I was fishing with stink bait. I 

reeled my pole in about 30 minutes later and the stink bait was gone.  

My sister caught a big chub on her pole, and it was dead and sat in the sun for a while so 

it smelled bad. I let it sit in the sun a little more, and while I was doing that I used a chub that I 

caught out of a neighbor’s creek. I reeled that pole in about 30 minutes later and it had nothing, 

but my other old pole that had a dead frog on it had moved. And whatever it was ate dead stuff, 

so I knew it was either a catfish or a bullhead, which is very rare. I had caught a bullhead!  

I reeled in my other pole and it had no fish, but no bait either. So I put out my sister’s big 

chub and waiting for about 30 minutes. I started reeling in my pole, and it felt and looked like a 

rock. It was a snapping turtle. My very first snapping turtle! I was so happy! The snapping turtle 

was about 2 ½ feet long and camouflage color because it had algae on it. 

 



 

 

 

Willa Ohlmann 

The Book Ostrich 

 

Ollie the Ostrich was super shy.  Whenever another ostrich would come near, Ollie 

would hide her head in a book – much like other ostriches in her family hid their heads 

in the sand. Ollie was afraid that the other ostriches would not like her so instead she 

imagined herself a character in many of the books who had 

 

Courage, Strength, Confidence and Love for Themselves 

And all the other cool things that book characters have. 

 

When she read books like Olivia the Super Ostrich, Ollie imagined herself flying over a 

city, saving it from a terrible earthquake or creepy aliens or bad guys. 

 

Or When she read books like Olga the Amazingly Awesome Ostrich, Ollie would dream 

of being as strong as Olga who would wrestle alligators or live in the wild where lions 

and panthers and all the dangerous animals lived (like pythons). 

 

Or When she read books, like Olana the Outgoing Ostrich, Ollie admired her ability to 

talk to everyone and everything.  Even Willa the Whale who only surfaced once in 

awhile. 

 

One day when Ollie was reading one of her favorite books, Olive the Great, a new 

ostrich, Oscar, came over to see what she was reading. 

 

“Hi, my name is Oscar. What are you reading?” 

 

At first, Ollie pulled the book so close to her face the words went blurry.  “I’m so scared”, 

Ollie thought but then she remembered Olivia, Olga, Olana, and Olive and all of a 

sudden she felt very brave, strong, and confident. 

 

Ollie raised her head from the book, and said, shyly, “Hi, my name is Ollie.   I’m reading 

Olive the Great. Do you like books?” 

 

Oscar answered, “Yes, I do,” pulling a book from out of his feathers, Orion the 

Outstanding.   

 

Ollie and Oscar sat the rest of the afternoon and read their books.  Two book ostriches 

reading together as new friends.   



 

Ahlonko Porto-Rico 

 

 

Space 
 

Space is Fascinating! Deep Space, Outer space or just space. It’s a vast area of numerous 

forms of objects such as; supernovas, nebulas, black holes, stars, comets, asteroids, planets and 

many versions and variations of these throughout various sections of our galaxy and other 

galaxies, also. There are various spaces that lead to space and I will name them one by one 

starting with the Troposphere.  

The Troposphere is the lowest part of the earth’s atmosphere and contains 75% of earth’s 

atmosphere. The next layer is the Stratosphere, which contains the earth’s ozone layer. It also 

doesn’t have any clouds and is favored by pilots around earth. The final layer is the Mesosphere, 

the layer where most meteors burn up upon atmospheric entrance. It is too high above Earth to be 

accessible to jet-powered aircraft and balloons, and too low to permit orbital spacecrafts. 

Next we’ll talk about the phenomenon that started the universe around us: The Big Bang 

About 13.8 billion years ago, The Big Bang happened when the universe expanded from a very 

hot and dense state, but after 380,000 years the universe cooled down which then allowed 

subatomic particles, and later simple atoms, to be created. Giant clouds of these elements later 

came together through gravity, eventually forming the stars and galaxies visible today. 

 A star is a sphere of plasma held together by it’s own gravity. A star is formed when 

gravity collapses in a gas-filled nebula composed of hydrogen, helium and other heavier 

elements. When the star becomes dense, hydrogen converts into helium through fusion releasing 

energy in the process. After several years, the star grows becoming a red giant and after a few 

more years a black hole. 

 Now I’ll talk about comets and asteroids. A comet is an icy, small body that, when 

passing close to our sun, heats up and releases gas, displaying a visible atmosphere and 

sometimes a tail. Halley’s Comet is one of the most well-known comets around the world. It 

appears every 75-76 years. The last sighting of the comet was in 1986 and it will reappear in 

2061. It is also the only comet that is visible with the unaided eye. Asteroids are small planets; 

the larger ones are called planetoids. 4 Vesta is the only asteroid which is visible with the 

unaided eye from earth due to the fact that it has a reflective surface. 

 In the vast are known as “Space,” there’s so many things in Space that I can’t list them all 

in this story. I would have to write another story to list all of the other facts I know about Space. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_expansion_of_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity




 

 

 

          Mary Cate Pugh 
          6th Grade 

Regina 
 
 
“Winter”    
 
Winter wonderland, a breathtaking sight 
Cold and dangerous, yet so beautiful. 
A blank blanket, sparkling, pure, white 

Covering the land so precisely. 
Tiny, perfect jewels falling peacefully 

To their destination. 
Silent, soft, weightless. 
Children playing happily. 
Joyous laughter fills the frigid air. 
Excitement fills the people’s hearts. 
Winter wonderland, a breathtaking experience. 



THE MAGIC FLAG 
 Trent liked to collect flags. He was waiting for show and tell on the last day of 
school. He had it all ready -his unique flag collection of 36 countries including the 
beautiful United States of America.  He stood up nervously in front of the class to tell 
everybody, which flag belonged to which country. When he got back home he carefully 
put away the flags in his collection box, taking special care with the United States flag. It 
was given to him by his grandpa Larry who had brought it in 1969, the same year the 
first American man Neil Armstrong had landed on the moon. 
 The next morning Trent ate his breakfast and scanned the newspaper. 
Screaming headlines on the first page caught his eye- ‘Moon Space Station in Peril, 
Possible End of American Scientific Mission to the Moon- Nuclear Battery Malfunction in 
the Power Plant at the American Base on the Moon’.  According to the report if the 
nuclear battery exploded not only would the base become useless, but there could be 
radiation fallout, harming life on earth. This needed to be stopped. However, the 
quickest repair crew would be able to reach the surface of moon, to fix this disaster, 
would be at least 1 month.  
 Trent was thinking about this with his grandpa’s flag in his hand. As he pulled on 
the strings of the flag he heard a loud whoosh and suddenly everything went dark in 
front of his eyes. When he opened them again, he found himself standing on the moon, 
in a space suit. “Hmmm! isn’t moon supposed to have zero gravity”. He tried a daring 
jump and found himself launched in the air several feet much to his surprise. “Am I 
dreaming?” Then he suddenly remembered the news about the nuclear battery. As he 
was jumping around he spotted a series of metal bunkers leading towards a shallow hill 
with a metal door on its side. “That’s got to be where the nuclear battery is!” And he 
approached it nervously. He opened the metal doorway and slowly stepped inside. To 
his amazement inside was a jumbled mess of hundreds of wires and circuit breakers of 
all colors running in several directions. “I am never going to be able to figure this out by 
myself.” But he pushed the big mess of wires to the side and continued inside. On the 
back wall he saw a control panel with 3 buttons. “This looks exactly like the panel on the 
old Super Mario game” he thought. There was a red button that said STOP, green 
START and orange that said TRANSFER POWER. He pressed the red button. 
Immediately the nuclear battery countdown stopped. Whew! He heaved a sigh of relief.  
 As he began backing out of the battery chamber, he found himself tripping over 
one of the wires. He fell down on the floor and everything went dark before his eyes.  
“Trent! Wake up! Wake up! You will be late. We have to go to the magic show”. He 
heard his brother’s voice calling him. He opened his eyes and carefully looked around.  
The walls and posters all looked familiar and so did those flags. Gasp! He was back in 
his room.  Whoa that was quite a dream! He got ready and began to head out with his 
family.  Next morning he quickly scanned the newspaper and saw the headlines 
“Disaster Averted- Battery Functions Again. Moon Space Station Will Continue to Work 
Despite Recent Battery Malfunction for Several More Years. Power has been 
surprisingly restored without any intervention”. 
 He couldn’t believe his eyes. Did he really dream it or was it all real. Well that is 
for Trent to know and us to guess! 
 

PRANEEL RASTOGI 
3rd GRADE 
WICKHAM ELEMENTARY 





        The Creature                                                                                           Sage  Slessor 

                                                                                                            Prairie Creek Intermediate 

                                                                                                                                       6th Grade 

The girls hands wrapped around a warm cup of hot chocolate.  Outside, December winds 

flew around the city, freezing everything it touched.  Snow started to fall.  The girl looked out 

the window of the coffee shop, far away the sun started to set behind the horizon, creating colors 

the girl had only imagined seeing.  More people departed as day turned to night.  Soon, she was 

alone.  Her brown hair fell in front of her face and she tucked it behind her ear.  She hopped of 

chair and listened to her boots click against the floor.  The old woman behind the counter waved 

her away and the girl stepped into the winter night.  Up above bright stars filled the dark sky with 

light.  The girl sat on the bench and pulled mittens over her cold hands.  Chilled winds brushed 

against her skin...but something caught her attention, across the street in a dark alley, two eyes 

glinted in the moonlight.  They stared at her.  The girl sat still, afraid to move.  Frozen with fear, 

she mustered, “come out.”  The creature stepped out of the shadows.  The girl gaped at what she 

saw before her.  Giant paws sunk beneath the snow, with claws like talons, Fangs likes daggers 

shot out of a mouth dripping with slobber.  Long, tangled fur covered every inch of it’s body.  

The creature had long legs and broad shoulders, and those eyes made the hair stick up on her 

arms.  A chill ran down the girl's spine, she was more cold than ever now.  The creature sat there 

in the quiet street, examining herl.  It started to move, the girl shook with fear.  Her teeth were 

chattering.  The horrifying creature stood on its four legs and took a step...and another...and 

another.  The girls hands clenched the sides of the bench, she was still to afraid to move.  The 

creature licked her.  A big slobbery kiss on the cheek.  She let go of the bench and stood up, the 

creature wasn't horrifying at all, its eyes now looked like big chocolate chips.  She reached out 

and touched it’s smooth fur.  The creature nuzzled it nose into her arm.  The girl wiped the 

slobber off of her face and embraced the creature.  A warm feeling filled her heart.  That night 

the girl walked home with her loveable creature running alongside her. 



 

Mischief Managed        By: Eviann Smith 

 

 

 12:05 AM NYPD  

My name is Thorns. Marion Thorns, female detective for NYPD.   

“Marion, you have an assignment around the corner on 3rd Avenue East,” yelled Billy. 

Oh yeah that's my partner, Billy Young. He got recruited last year as a ride along detective. I’ve 

been here for ummm…… 13 years. Believe it or not, I started this job when I was 13. I was the 

best one for the job even though back then it was called an “ internship”. 

 “Marion, are you coming?” asked Cory Jones almost out of breath, with his hands in his 

pockets,  He is a police officer, and also my dream future husband. He is just one spot ahead of 

me for getting the spot of Chief. But whatever, he is still dreamy. 

 “Let’s go!” said Billy grabbing my keys off my desk.  

 “So demanding...jeesh. Get the car ready, we're going to the crime scene. Let's roll! ” I 

demanded to Billy. 

12:15 AM  754 Third Avenue, scene of the crime 

 “What’s the case?” I said to the forensic.  

 “It’s likely this man died of a chemical in the air right inside of this house.” the forensic 

stated. I don’t know how this could happen. I asked for the info about this man from the police.  

It states that this man is 37 years old with no record of criminal activity.  

“Well, do you have any suspects yet?” I demanded to the police. 

 “Um not yet, Miss Thorns. We are sorry and will keep looking,” an officer said. 

            “Good, keep looking!” I snapped and turned to leave.   

12:35 AM NYPD 

I went back to the office to do some more research on the man. I looked online and called the 

realtor who sold the house to the deceased man 13 years ago. She said that the man's name was 

Norman Lawrence Parker. “I also know that back at the crime scene the forensic said that the 

murder happened at midnight, but I’m still questioning why midnight.” I said to myself. I called 

Billy down to my office, because I think I figured out who committed the crime.   

  1:00 AM NYPD   

           “Cory Jones,” I said.  

           “Yeah, what about him?” Billy asked confused. 

           “He committed the crime. Hear me out. He came into the office at 12:10, ten minutes after 

the murder. He was out of breath with his hands in his pockets and when he called me he knew 

the man’s name before I could tell anyone. Call him into the interrogation room, NOW!” 

 “So do we have a suspect you want me to interview?” asked Cory Jones confused when 

he entered.  

“Yeah you, you are our suspect for the Parker murder.” I replied in a brave tone. I handed 

him the paper of all my proof that says he killed Norman. “ In your pockets you had the leftover 

chemical, that’s why you wanted to leave quickly, to get rid of it. Lock him up boys.” But why 

would do such a thing?  He would NEVER do such a thing.  



Journey Across the Sea                                                    Leela Strand 
Dear Diary,               July 9, 1892 
 Today Mama, Papa, Patrick, and I started our journey from Dublin to America by boat. 
Patrick has had a cough for a while now. Mama and Papa were worried that he wouldn't make 
it through health inspection, but somehow he did. We share a cabin with three other families. 
You always hear the drone of the engine. It's so powerful that sometimes I feel like the power 
goes right into me! I can't stop wondering what the rest of our journey will bring.  
Dear Diary,                          July 10, 1892 
 I got a glimpse of two dolphins when I was wandering around the ship, lost, trying to 
find our cabin. I got really scared that I was never going to find it. It's really hard to find. I mean 
every door is numbered but our cabin is so deep in the ship that the numbers don't help very 
much. When I finally found it, my reward was a room of metal. Everything smells of iron and oil. 
Even worse, someone threw up and Patrick was coughing up blood! It was very scary. 
Dear Diary,              July 11, 1892 
 A great sickness has come over our ship. Many passengers are sick, including Patrick 
who is very bad. I'm so worried about him. Mama is also the tiniest bit sick. All day we heard 
crew members yelling and people talking about how they think everyone is going to get sick. 
This definitely does not raise our spirits. 
Dear Diary,             July 12, 1892 
 So many people are sick and Mama and I have to help tend to lots of them. Papa has to 
help the crew because so many of the crew members are sick. Everyone who's not sick has a 
job to do. Mama hasn't gotten worse but Patrick is dreadfully sick and I heard the doctors 
telling Papa that he should prepare himself for the worst. That can't mean what I think it 
means... Oh, I'm always crying. I really don't know what I'll do... I wish we were back at home. 
Even though the poor house was really bad, it was better than this. 
Dear Diary,             July 13, 1892 
 Last night was the most horrible night; I don't want to think about it but I can't think of 
anything else. There is nothing else. Patrick passed away from a disease the doctor called 
consumption! The tears won't stop.  It wasn't just horrible for Mama, Papa and I. Everyone in 
our cabin area was awake, pacing the hallways. Patrick was so young. There is nothing left. 
Mama keeps on crying, Papa is so very quiet. Mama, Papa, the doctor and I were the only ones 
in the room with Patrick. He just kept getting worse and worse every hour. He couldn't breathe, 
kept coughing up blood and just looked so awful. Then there was nothing... I don't understand 
how this could happen! I keep flipping  through memories of him in my head, how he used to 
be the most annoying person ever-pulling my hair and singing stupid songs in my ears for what 
seemed like hours. I would get so mad at him and scold him so badly. Now I would let him do it 
all happily just to have him back. This doesn't seem real. It can't be real. I don't know what I'll 
do! I wish we never even got on this boat ! It's done us no good, no good at all.  
Dear Diary,             July 15, 1892 
 We just saw the Statue of Liberty a few hours ago and Mama has somehow gotten 
better instead of worse. There is hope that they will let us go into quarantine rather than 
sending us all back. I keep on thinking about Patrick's beautiful smile, his laugh like no other. 
Then I look around. Everyone is torn and beaten down, and then there is the Statue of Liberty. 
Patrick's death has to be for something, right? It's not over yet, but maybe there is hope. 



Charlotte Windmill 

 

 

The Girl With a Hundred Tattoos 

 

 

 Imagine if you had one tattoo that described your personality. Imagine if everyone had 

them and were born with them. Now imagine if whenever one person fell in love with someone, 

that person’s tattoo would appear on the other person’s body. 

 I live in this world. I see people with more than twenty tattoos and some with just two. I 

see little boys and girls in the schoolyards talking about how many tattoos they want to get when 

they grow older. And with the older children, I hear them bragging about how they got a second 

tattoo or gossiping about how they saw their tattoo on their crush’s arm. 

 And then I see the impressionable people who fall in love easily. There are more than 

fifty tattoos on most, but there’s one girl that stands out from the rest.  

 I see her often. She sits alone, and she seems to pick her fingers a lot. She doesn’t talk 

much, and she wears many layers, even in summer. She is the girl with exactly one hundred 

tattoos.  

 I talked to her once. Emphasis on once. She told me that she didn’t want to be this way. 

She told me that she didn’t like how her skin looked anymore. I wasn’t quite sure, but I think she 

was crying.  

 That was 3 years ago. 

 I walk outside and see her waiting for me at the bus stop, waving.  

 “You’re late,” She teases once I reach the bus stop. I playfully punch her arm. “You’re 

the one who woke up at 11:30 yesterday,” I tease back.  

 As the bus arrives and we take a seat, I think about how far this girl next to me has come. 

Not to be narcissistic, but I think I’m the reason she got here in the first place. She used to be so 

reserved, so silent, but now, after I started to sit down and actually speak to her? She’s more 

outgoing and friendly than ever. 

 It’s funny, really. 3 years ago, She was only considered an acquaintance for a while, then 

a friend later. I didn’t even know her actual name until about a year ago. 

  

Madeline. 

 

 I look up from my thoughts to see Madeline rummaging through her daisy-printed 

handbag, pulling out two hand made bracelets.  

 “I almost forgot,” she smiles and hands a bracelet to me, “this is for being a friend.”  

 As I slip the bracelet on, the bus slowing to our stop, I smile back at Madeline. 

The girl with one hundred tattoos. 

 

The End 

 



Kyros Yuefan Wu 

 

MY TREE 

My tree grows hair 

It needs a haircut 

Winter comes 

Cut, Cut, Cut 

My tree is bald in the air 

	



 
 

Chuan Xu 

 

 

A Kid in A Park 

 

 

A bright summer day, Yellow Stone, here I come.  

 

1916 to 2016,  

 

100 years of national pride.  

 

Snowy mountain tops, 

 

rainbow hot springs. 

 

Burned trees, fresh greens. 

 

Old faithful, new fans. 

 

Roaming bison, jumping deer.  

 

Mr. coyote and Ms. Bear.  

 

Chipmunk Chi-Chi, waterfalls laughing. 

 

Fishing, boating, horseback riding,  

 

I want one more day! 

 

 

   



ReeceYang 

Crocodiles and Alligators 

 It was late at night. Shadows drifted across my bedroom wall, and an eerie breeze drifted 

through. Downstairs the light flickered. I lay in bed, pretending to sleep, but what I was really 

doing was listening to the conversation my parents were having in the living room with the 

police. 

 “... the license plate on the car that was spotted at the crime scene matches your son’s. 

Where has he been today?” the police officer asked my mom. 

 “I- I don’t know,” my mom stammered. “He left early in the morning, but he never said 

where he was going.” 

 One of the officers sighed. “Look, it’s late. We will come back tomorrow to contemplate 

the bottom of this convoluted case. In the meantime, if you have time, talk to your son.” 

 My father thanked the officers, and soon there was a tremor as the door closed and the 

sound of the police car outside starting up and leaving. There were footsteps coming up the stairs 

to my room. Suddenly, there was a figure in the doorway. It was my father. Almost inaudibly, he 

tentatively whispered, as if he were scared of me, “Ollie, who are you?” and I couldn’t help 

whispering back, “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to do it.” 

 With that, the figure disappeared, and the light downstairs went out. It was obvious that 

my father was not cynical that I had done it, and at that moment I decided: I had to leave. 

****** 

 The stars light my escape as I run through the city’s alleys, leaving my home, Alligator 

Apartments, behind. Occasionally, police car’s sirens sound in the distance, looking for the 

culprit of the biggest murder case in the city, ever: me. I duck behind the shadows when the 

lights come near, but the sky is already brightening as dawn approaches, and I know that soon, 

there will be no place to hide. 

 I duck into an alley to catch my breath. Suddenly, a fist strikes me out of nowhere. I try to 

scream, but a gag fills my mouth before I can. Then another fist collides with my head, and 

everything goes black. 

****** 

I awake to the sensation of cold metal pressing against my neck. The world spins into 

focus. I am standing in a dimly lit room, facing three masked figures. I realize one of them is 

holding a knife to my neck. 

“Well, well, well, Oliver. We have heard a lot about what you did yesterday,” one of the 

masked figures says. 

“What do you want?” I ask insolently, through my gritted teeth. 

The same person responds, “We are the Crocodiles, a criminal organization. We want 

your skills. How you accomplished the assassination… it would help us a great deal with our 

business. And you would be handsomely rewarded too. Will you join us?” 

What has happened to me in the past hours was very hard to believe. I had done some 

very bad things, and now even a criminal organization wanted me to join their conspiracy. I can 

either live a life of crime, or end it right now. I say no. The knife cuts my throat, and I die. 





UNIVITED GUEST                                                                     BY NORA ZIEHR 
 

The car halted to a stop. I got out and stared at the house in front of me. My 
mom, dad, dog, and I had moved from Denver, Colorado to Louisiana. Looking at the 
dump of a house in front of me I missed Colorado already. I remembered what my 
mom had said about giving Louisiana a chance, but I knew I would never like it here. 
The house was a wreck, the town was poor, and the whole place gave me the creeps. 
I took some boxes downstairs. The whole basement was just empty brick walls 
there wasn’t even a window. I set the boxes down and went up to my new room. My 
dad helped me put up my bed and I went to sleep. I missed my home so much, my 
friends, my school, and my house. Before I knew it I was surrounded by darkness. 
I woke up to a sound of voices in my head and they didn’t sound like friendly voices 
either. I went downstairs where I thought they were coming from and saw a small 
door about the size of a guitar where the empty wall had been. The voices seemed to 
be coming from the other side of the door. My heart was pounding as if it was going 
to jump out of my chest. I wanted to run upstairs, but my feet seemed stuck to the 
floor.  Finally I forced myself to walk toward the stairs, but before I got very far I 
heard a voice say “I think we will be seeing her soon.” 

The next morning I ran into my mom and dad’s room and dragged them 
downstairs. “Where are we going?” my mom asked in confusion. I didn’t answer and 
just kept running. When we got downstairs I stared in shock at the blank wall. “But, 
but” I stammered, “It was right here.” My parents looked at each other in a weird 
way. “ Um, Taylor” my mom said, “ there’s nothing there”, without answering I ran 
upstairs. “I’m going for a walk.” I yelled from the top of the stairs. I grabbed my coat 
and rushed out the door. The swaying trees lured me deeper and deeper into the 
woods. Suddenly, I heard the voices the same ones from the night before, except I 
heard another one. It was sweeter than the other two. Two of them told me to go 
deeper into the woods the other told me to go home. I walked home confused. 

That night I went downstairs not entirely sure what I was doing. I went over 
to the door and put my ear against it. I could hear the voices just not very clearly. I 
looked down and saw a little sheet of paper mostly covered in dirt. It said in very 
faint writing “if you don’t find us we will find you.”  I opened the door and crawled 
in. After what seemed like forever I saw a red little glow. I got closer and found 
myself in a little room. Suddenly I saw two red lights and one blue light. “Run!” the 
blue light seemed to say. The red lights came closer and closer. I felt a weird tingly 
feeling. I felt like I was starting to change. Then I saw the red lights were wrapped 
around me. “Run Taylor!” The blue light said again. I twisted and turned and finally I 
broke free. Then the blue light said something I didn’t really understand. “Get the 
stone.” I looked around confused, but then I saw it. A glimmering stone the red lights 
were guarding. I ran over and dodged the lights. With the stone in my hand I ran 
toward the door. I got out just in time. Breathing very hard I turned around, but the 
door was gone. More tired then ever I went to bed. The next morning I woke up and 
went outside. There was someone waiting for me in the yard. She had pale skin, gray 
eyes, and dark hair. “Thank you for saving me last night” she said very quietly and 
with that she was gone. 
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